
Point3. a place that can be a new shelter

Point4.Visualization of time it takes to evacuation

Point1.The problem  for  vulnerable people

It understood that evacuation time by color

Point2.Visualization of evacuation direction

It can be seen that the shortest distance 

to the evacuation

We were able to find a new shelter in two places

Outcome of creation “nigechizu”

The obtained achievements
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It’s possible to find a problem with comments

 "nigechizu" is not only to promote the recognition of evacuation location, route and time from the tsunami inundation  zone, but also 

to function effectively as a "tool that helps residents to consider themselves the district disaster prevention plan" it was revealed.

“nigechizu” it was becomes possible to clarify where is the area a risk of tsunami being flooded is high and the area where cannotevacuate 

from tsunami. we were able to find a place that can be a new shelter and evacuation route. In addition, revealed「the problem of 

Evacuation support of vulnerable people in the time of disaster .」retsasid fo emit a ni dnal etavirp eht esu ot woh  fo melborp eht「 dna」

Fig.4  rewritten map

New tools for considering the tsunami evacuation plans

Actual activities in Shimoda

How to create “nigechizu”
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The effectiveness of the tsunami 
evacuation map by creating "nigechizu"
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Fig.1  Site map Fig.2  State of the workshop

In the wake of the Great East Japan Earthquake, people recognized the limitations of the  

administrative and Importance of mutual assistance. To reduce the damage from the 

tsunami, it is necessary to the development of tsunami evacuation plan by the regional 

cooperation. Under these circumstances, Map called "nigechizu" to consider the evacuation 

plan by the PDCA cycle has been attracting attention

We have created the "nigechizu" in Shimoda, Shizuoka Prefecture［Fig.1］ We have verified 
the effectiveness of the tsunami evacuation plans using advantage of the "nigechizu".

“nigechizu” is the evacuation maps which included the history of past tsunami and expressed the time to safe places by classification 

by color［Fig3］. As well as to visualize the time it takes to evacuate, to produce a risk communication among residents. Firstly we 

recruited residents participants of about 20 people to the elderly of 80's from junior high school students in Shimoda, Shizuoka 

Prefecture. Secondly, we have separated the residents into four groups, created a” nigechizu” By performing "nigechizu Workshop".

Distance
Comparison diagram of the color

color for each 129m using 
the leather strings.
※129m＝walking distance of elderly in 3min

created nigechizu

Fig.3  How to make “nigechizu ”
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The scale of maps is too small.

The scale of maps is too small.

The direction of arrow might confuse people by location.

It’s needed to discuss one another for each village.
(To rescue vulnerable people)

It’s lower area, but safe?

There’s no place to evacuate.

There’s the path to a hill at the back,
but it’s not developed well.

We should give priority to prevent the secondary disaster.

We don’t go through the tunnel since scary.

There isn’t handrail at stairs.

It’s not able to climb.

It’s dangerous to walk road way.

Shelter to take in many people In training, we take this shelter.
Many people gather here. Can we use here for shelter ?

People on the beach had better evacuate to “Hotel Japan”.

Kisami area predesigned 
temporary gathering area
Temporary gathering area
Impassable point
Way to evacuate

129m = 3 minutes on foot A REDUCED SCALE   1/2,500

A problem about the evacuation and the district
A point of evacuation
An idea and thought about the evacuation and the district
A summary and a specific about the district

Nigechizu in Kisami district 2014・12・11

It’s steep slope, 
scince public housing was built.

Footpath of rice fields

It’s hard for elderly people.

It’s steep for elderly people.

It’s steep for elderly people.

We can’t walk the road for three minutes.
(Not walkable)

People around here might evacuate 
for Shimoda district.

There’re many byroad, 
and way to climbing on the hill.

Can people playing on the beach evacuate for hotel ?

It’s safe in either hotel or shelter.

All shelter, it’s difficult to evacuate by the car.
We go to better-knowing place than nearly one.

People in the area know the environment 
around the residence (than in urban area).

It’s steep slope, 
so we don’t want to climb on foot.

Parking

Impassable

The athletic field 
is thought for the pass.

The athletic field 
is thought for the pass.

The walkable road

The byroad

There was road.

One way
(a back of guesthouse)

Cars can’t go through.

The way isn’t known. There’re many guesthouses 
and many people.

It’s might be shelter.

The site lot line in the area is more roughly (than in urban area).

A byroad for hill

Unknown person lives. We don’t know to go into.

You can go through on foot.
Width of the river is so narrow.


